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Highlights
Multimodal enrichment can enhance
learning in a variety of domains, such as
letter and vocabulary acquisition, read-
ing, mathematics, music, and spatial
navigation.

Cognitive, neural, and computational
theories of enrichment attribute the
benefits of enriched learning to either
multimodal or unimodal mechanisms.

Neuroscience research shows that
sensory and motor areas in the brain re-
spond crossmodally to enriched items
following learning. These brain re-
The presence of complementary information across multiple sensory or motor
modalities during learning, referred to as multimodal enrichment, can markedly
benefit learning outcomes.Why is this? Here, we integrate cognitive, neuroscien-
tific, and computational approaches to understanding the effectiveness of en-
richment and discuss recent neuroscience findings indicating that crossmodal
responses in sensory and motor brain regions causally contribute to the behav-
ioral benefits of enrichment. The findings provide novel evidence for multimodal
theories of enriched learning, challenge assumptions of longstanding cognitive
theories, and provide counterevidence to unimodal neurobiologically inspired
theories. Enriched educational methods are likely effective not only because
they may engage greater levels of attention or deeper levels of processing, but
also because multimodal interactions in the brain can enhance learning and
memory.
sponses occur during early stages of
perceptual processing.

Recent neurostimulation studies reveal
that crossmodal brain responses con-
tribute causally to the behavioral benefits
of enrichment. These findings support
multimodal theories of enrichment and
update and constrain cognitive and
computational theories.

The translation of neuroscience-based
principles to classroom experiments
has yielded promising results.
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The facilitative role of enrichment in learning
The use of institutions and techniques that are designed to enhance learning is a strictly human
phenomenon: schools and educational curriculums have amajor role in shaping the development
of children and adults. Although classroom-based learning has many advantages, school set-
tings often lack the wealth of information that is available in more naturalistic settings, where
learners have at their disposal an abundance of sights, sounds, odors, tastes, and proprioceptive
information. At the heart of several approaches to education is the belief that the integration of
complementary sensory and motor information into the learning experience, here referred to as
multimodal enrichment (see Glossary), can enhance learning outcomes by approximating
real-world environments. For example, the Montessori Method emphasizes the role of hands-
on experience with physical objects and specialized learning materials that integrate the use of
multiple senses during learning [1]. Movement-based learning techniques, which are widely
discussed among educators but not yet widely adopted, encourage the integration of movement
into the learning experience [2]. For brevity, we refer to multimodal enrichment as ‘enrichment’ in
this review.

Over the past decade, scientists have gained significant ground in answering the key question of
how the presence of complementary information across modalities during learning is capable of
benefitting learning outcomes. Recent neuroscientific developments have revealed that the ben-
eficial effects of enriched learning are associated with crossmodal brain responses in sensory
and motor cortices [3,4]. For example, visual brain regions may respond during the presentation
of an auditory stimulus that was paired with a complementary visual stimulus during prior learning.
Moreover, it has recently been demonstrated that these crossmodal brain responses are func-
tionally relevant in driving the behavioral benefits of enrichment [5], which is consistent with math-
ematical theories of brain function [6]. In addition, computational models have begun to account
for enrichment benefits [7]. Here, we synthesize these recent advances, identify areas of overlap
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Glossary
Binding problem: the question of how
information arising in separatemodalities
is combined by the brain into a single
percept.
Congruency: extent to which the
relationship between information in two
or more modalities is consistent with
prior experience and relationships that
are typically found in nature.
Convergence zone: brain region that
receives input from two or more primary
sensory-specific brain regions and
integrates this information, forming a
supramodal stimulus representation.
Crossmodal: brain responses in
sensory or motor modalities that are
distinct from a stimulus modality, such
as responses in visual brain regions
during the presentation of an auditory
stimulus in an auditory task.
Deictic gesture: movements of the
body that single out an object of interest.
Electroencephalography (EEG):
measurement of electrical activity
generated by the brain using electrodes
placed on the scalp.
Face benefit: the more accurate
recognition of the identity of a voice and
its speech message in auditory-only
conditions when the voice has been
paired with a corresponding face during
prior learning.
Forward model: simulation used to
predict upcoming sensory input.
Functional connectivity: extent to
which the activity between two different
brain regions varies over time.
Iconic gesture: movements of the
body that bear some physical
resemblance to the meaning that the
movements are intended to represent.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI):
neuroscience technique that examines
functional brain responses based on
changes in blood flow and brain
structure based on molecular diffusion
patterns.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG):
measurement of magnetic fields
associated with electrical activity in the
brain.
Movement-based learning:
incorporation of body movements into
one’s learning experience.
Multimedia principle: concept that
the combination of words and pictures
during learning can facilitate learning
outcomes compared with learning
based only on words.
Multimodal enrichment: integration of
complementary sensory and/or motor
between cognitive, neuroscientific, and computational theories of enriched learning, and unify
these approaches, with the goal of better understanding why multimodal enrichment serves as
an effective educational tool.

Principles of enrichment
The notion that the presentation of information in two or more modalities during learning can be
beneficial for learning is not necessarily intuitive. Consider, as an example, the learning of the
four lexical tones found in Mandarin Chinese (Figure 1A). If a tone-naïve learner’s goal is to audi-
torily distinguish the pitch contours associated with each tone, then they might intuit that the pre-
sentation of information in an additional modality (e.g., visual) to the primary (auditory) learning
modality may not be very helpful for learning. The additional information could be distracting,
use up scarce attentional resources, and strain working memory systems, thereby hindering
overall learning [8,9]. Surprisingly, however, behavioral research conducted over the past two de-
cades indicates that such crossmodal information can, in fact, benefit learning [10,11]. These be-
havioral benefits of enriched learning are ubiquitous across various types of learning and range
from improvements in perception [12] to conceptual memory [13] and mathematical cognition
[14] (Box 1).

What sorts of combinatory principle govern enrichment benefits? A key principle is between-
modality congruency, which can be established across multiple levels of stimulus complexity
ranging from congruency of perceptual to semantic features. For example, visual tone marks
(perceptual congruence; Figure 1B) are commonly used to learn to differentiate between, and
produce, Mandarin tones and, when paired with corresponding auditorily presented tones, ben-
efit post-learning tone recognition [15]. In addition, enriching the learning of specific Mandarin
words with drawings that illustrate the meaning of each word (semantic congruence;
Figure 1C) can be used to learn the meanings of individual novel words [16–18].

The combination of congruent information across two or more sensory modalities (e.g., auditory
and visual) can benefit learning and is calledmultisensory enrichment (Figure 1B,C). Enrichment
is also beneficial when it involves a motor component, referred to as sensorimotor enrichment.
Physical movements can be integrated into learning in a variety of ways. For example, one study
found that, during learning, the performance of directional gestures (perceptual congruence;
Figure 1D) that imitate the trajectories of Mandarin tones can benefit subsequent tone recognition
[19]. The performance of incongruent directional gestures had no benefit (see also [20]). Gestures
that enact the meanings of novel words [21]i are also beneficial (semantic congruence, not
shown), unlike the performance of mismatching or meaningless gestures [22].

Perceptual congruencies often arise between stimuli with shared physical sources, such as
voices and faces [23]. There are also many examples in everyday life where a consistent arbitrary
relation leads to semantic congruency, such as the co-occurrence of the spoken word ‘spoon’
with the sight of a spoon. Novel statistically regular multimodal associations can be quickly and
passively learned, thereby influencing beliefs about congruency and, in turn, perceptual judg-
ments [24,25]. Given that enrichment benefits arise not only from perceptual, but also semantic
congruencies, it is likely that they can be induced by relatively arbitrary stimulus combinations,
as long as knowledge about the regularity of their co-occurrence has been acquired through
prior experience.

Stimuli presented in different modalities can never serve as exact replicas of one another, be-
cause they take different physical forms (e.g., light vs. sound) and are registered by different
types of receptor. Nevertheless, congruent stimuli can overlap in terms of the information that
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information into learning. Benefits of
enrichment depend on learned
between-modality congruencies, which
are commonly perceptual and/or
semantic.
Multisensory: involving the
combination of information across two
or more different sensory modalities.
Multisensory predictive coding
framework (MPCF): theory of learning
in which the brain encodes a
multisensory and/or sensorimotor
generative model during enriched
learning that facilitates subsequent
unisensory recognition.
Neurostimulation: alteration of neural
activity using electrical currents or
magnetic fields.
Sensorimotor: involving the
combination of movement-related
information and sensory information.
Source localization: identification of
where in the brain an electrical or
magnetic signal recorded at the scalp
was generated.
Supramodal representations:
representations that combine multiple
perceptual features and are more
idealized than sensory-specific
representations.
Transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS): application of a
weak electrical current to the scalp,
which can be used to modify neural
excitability.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS): use ofmagnetic fields to activate
nerve cells in the brain.
they convey. Experiments using highly controlled perceptual stimuli, such as blinking visual dots
paired with pure tone beeps, have shown that even the pairing of highly redundant stimuli during
learning can benefit post-learning performance on unisensory tasks, such as the perceptual dis-
crimination of visual rhythms [12,26]. These findings suggest that a large amount of information
overlap between modalities does not preclude a stimulus from qualifying as enrichment, or may
even be a prerequisite for enrichment benefits to occur [23].

Interindividual differences
Does enrichment benefit everyone? Most studies exploring enrichment benefits present group-
averaged results. From studies of the face benefit, we know that ~76%of people show a benefit
of 2 min of face–voice exposure on subsequent auditory-only voice-identity recognition, a propor-
tion replicated in three different experimental samples [27–29]. However, the exact proportion of
individuals who benefit is likely to depend onmultiple factors, such as the type of learning that one
is engaged in, its duration, and the post-learning task from which enrichment benefits are
assessed [30].

In addition, although strong evidence for enrichment benefits has been shown in groups of typi-
cally developed learners in laboratory studies (e.g., [31]) and educational contexts (e.g., [16]),
more rigorous research is needed to understand how enrichment might best be used to support
learning in neurodevelopmental disorders and rehabilitation (Box 2).

Why does enrichment benefit learning?
Several explanations for why enriched learning (Figure 2A, Key figure) leads to enrichment bene-
fits (Figure 2B) are offered within the domains of cognitive science, neuroscience, and computa-
tional modeling. We categorize these theories into two main camps: multimodal theories and
unimodal theories. Multimodal theories propose that enrichment benefits are supported by
crossmodal interactions that take place following enriched learning [30,32]. By contrast, unimodal
theories propose that enrichment benefits are attributable to general cognitive mechanisms, such
as enhanced attention during enriched learning, which boost the sensitivity of unimodal brain re-
sponses following learning [33].

Multimodal theories
Cognitive
Cognitive theories (Figure 2C) assume that multimodal stimulus encoding establishes multiple
routes to memory retrieval and that interactions between routes can make retrieval faster and
more accurate. One example of a multimodal theory in cognitive science is the dual coding theory,
which proposes that verbal information, such as spoken and signed language, is represented in a
verbal modality, while nonverbal information, such as shapes, environmental sounds, and
actions, is represented in a nonverbal modality [32,34]. During recall, each modality can
crossmodally activate the other (‘crossmodal interaction’; Figure 2C), resulting in enhancedmem-
ory for dually coded relative to unimodally encoded stimuli. The cognitive theory of multimedia
learning (CTML [35]), integrated model of text and picture comprehension [36], and motor trace
theory [37] take similar approaches. CTMLmakes the additional assumption that learners actively
select which auditory and visual information to integrate [35]. Theories of grounded and embod-
ied cognition can also be consideredmultimodal because they propose that thinking about a pre-
viously encountered stimulus evokes the simulation of sensory input and movements that
occurred during the learning itself [38] and that this supports learning outcomes [39]. The relative
distinctiveness account of sensorimotor enrichment proposes that enriched items ‘pop out’ rel-
ative to non-enriched items in post-learning recognition tests due to the additional dimension
along which the enriched items are encoded during learning [40].
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, January 2023, Vol. 27, No. 1 83
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Figure 1. Lexical tone-learning material and three types of enrichment material that differ in perceptual and semantic congruency. (A) Learning material.
Contours of the four Mandarin lexical tones displayed in auditory spectrograms. Tones are characterized as flat, rising, falling–rising, or falling. Contours within each
spectrogram are highlighted by white-broken lines. (B) Visual tone marks that are perceptually congruent with the pitch contour of each tone and that can be used for
multisensory perceptual enrichment. (C) Visual representations that are semantically congruent with the meanings of words containing the tones presented in (A) and
that are used for multisensory semantic enrichment. (D) Gestural, perceptually congruent, representations of pitch contours. Modified, with permission, from [20]
(A) and [19] (D).
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Neural
At the level of the brain (Figure 2D), multimodal theories offer two possible explanations for enrich-
ment benefits. The first is that enriched learning induces crossmodal interactions between
sensory-specific brain regions during subsequent unisensory tasks. For example, hearing bird-
songs that were paired with a complementary visual stimulus during prior learning would be ex-
pected to trigger greater visual brain activity (‘crossmodal processing’; Figure 2D) compared with
birdsongs presented with no accompanying visual stimulus during learning. The multisensory
predictive coding framework (MPCF [3,30]) proposes that enrichment benefits are supported
by crossmodal neural responses as well as by increased functional connectivity of relevant
sensory-specific cortices (Box 3).
84 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, January 2023, Vol. 27, No. 1
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Box 1. Behavioral evidence for multimodal enrichment benefits

Multimodal enrichment benefits the perception of relatively simple visual stimuli used in low-level motion detection and
discrimination tasks (e.g., [90]), as well as the learning of more complex, naturalistic stimuli, such as pictures and environ-
mental sounds [54,72], voices [23], speech [29], foreign language vocabulary [3], Morse code [55], and visual sequences
[31]. Other lines of work reveal benefits of enrichment that involves a motor component, such as the physical exploration of
objects [59], writing text by hand [91,92], tracing [93], performing gestures (i.e., a gesture benefit) [14,22,94], and actively
walking through physical environments [95]. The production of auditory stimuli, such as words and melodies, using one’s
own body, yields enhanced memory for those stimuli than merely perceiving them; this is termed the ‘production effect’
[62,96].

The translation of laboratory findings to the classroom has yielded promising results. Primary and secondary
schoolchildren who receive multisensory enriched reading instruction show enhanced post-learning literacy skills relative
to control learners [97,98]. The combination of spoken words with pictures facilitates schoolchildren’s language learning
[16,99], and audiovisual animations improve the learning of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
concepts [13], consistent with the multimedia principle [100]. Gesture-based enrichment interventions facilitate the
learning of language and mathematics [16,18,101,102].

Do benefits of enrichment emerge immediately during learning or take time to materialize? The point at which enrichment
benefits begin to appear depends on factors that are not yet fully understood. Benefits in the recognition of auditory or
visual objects can emerge following a single instance of audiovisual exposure [103]. The face benefit requires a bit more
time [104]; a single instance is not sufficient, but 2 min of audiovisual voice–face exposure can induce robust behavioral
facilitation [23]. The performance of deictic gestures, such as pointing, during math instruction can also benefit learning
quickly [14]. By contrast, the benefits of performing iconic gestures during word learning can take several hours to
emerge [3,22,105]. These differences may hinge on factors such as the baseline level of learning needed to perform
specific tasks, the concepts that are learned, or the task used to assess benefits. The field currently lacks a systematic
assessment of general principles regarding requisite amounts of training.
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A second possible multimodal explanation for enrichment benefits is that brain regions known as
convergence zones generate supramodal representations of enriched, but not non-enriched,
stimuli. This supramodal approach is taken by themultisensory version of the reverse hierarchy theory
of perceptual learning [41]. According to supramodal frameworks, hearing birdsongs that were pre-
viously encountered along with a complementary visual stimulus should trigger altered processing in
visuomotor convergence zones in the brain (‘supramodal processing’; Figure 2D) compared with
hearing non-enriched birdsongs. Whereas the MPCF proposes that sensory-specific brain regions
Box 2. Enrichment, treatment, and rehabilitation

Multimodal enrichment is a feature of many interventions intended to support the learning of students who may display
learning difficulties, such as students learning in a non-native language and students with neurodevelopmental disorders.
In fact, many enriched approaches to teaching and learning were originally designed to aid struggling learners rather than
typical learners, because the use of multimodal input might compensate for deficits in learning associated with disabilities
or disorders [106]. For example, developmental dyslexia is characterized by difficulties in reading and/or spelling [107].
Programs such as the Wilson Reading System, which pairs spoken phonemes with finger movements, aim to overcome
deficits associated with dyslexia by providing multiple routes for audiovisual decoding of written words [108,109].
Unfortunately, the use of these programs is not currently evidence based: the relatively few studies evaluating them do
not fulfill important experimental design criteria [110], such as the inclusion of a control group [108,109], or they find no
evidence of significant benefits, potentially due to the use of small samples [111]. Many interventions are unlikely to
maximally reinforce sound–symbol associations due to low levels of crossmodal congruency.

Deficits in neural functions can also be caused by brain injury, and multimodal enrichment is increasingly being used in
rehabilitative therapies. For example, one of the most frequent language-related functional impairments is heightened dif-
ficulty retrieving words from memory (anomic aphasia [112]). Traditional therapeutic approaches to anomic aphasia have
relied on the use of auditory cues for facilitating retrieval recovery [113]. Although some studies suggest that sensorimotor
strategies, such as the observation and execution of gestures associated with the meanings of specific words, also facil-
itate word retrieval in patients with anomic aphasia [114], other studies report no gesture advantage [115]. These mixed
findings are likely due to the heterogeneity of patient populations [116,117], as well as potential differences in task difficulty
between studies [118]. Thus, while multimodal enrichment may ultimately provide an important tool in cases of disability
and recovery, more rigorous research is needed to unlock potential benefits.
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Figure 2. (A) In this example, multisensory enrichment is used: birdsong is learned under two conditions. In an enriched
learning condition, each song is paired with a picture of a specific bird species. In a non-enriched learning condition, each
song is learned with no accompanying visual stimulus. (B) Following learning, enriched birdsongs are recognized faste
and more accurately compared with non-enriched birdsongs (enrichment benefit). Multimodal and unimodal theories offe
diverging theoretical accounts of enrichment benefits. (C) Cognitive theories. Multimodal theories propose that the
recognition of a familiar birdsong can activate its corresponding picture, thereby facilitating the recognition of the birdsong
Unimodal theories propose that general cognitive mechanisms, such as greater attention or the processing of the meaning
of an item rather than its surface-level features, during enriched learning, yield enhanced recognition of enriched

(Figure legend continued at the bottom of the next page.
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communicate directly with each other, supramodal accounts assume that higher-level convergence
zones mediate connections between sensory-specific cortices.

Computational
Multimodal computational models of enriched learning rely heavily on supramodal processing
mechanisms to explain enrichment benefits. One such model, the oscillatory neural network
model [7], assumes that convergence zones mediate activity within sensory-specific brain re-
gions. The model configures sensory-specific regions as not communicating directly, but instead
transferring information via higher-level convergence regions based on sparse spatiotemporal
encoding of multisensory input. Another model of multisensory perception [42] similarly predicts
enrichment benefits based on interactions between multisensory and sensory-specific represen-
tations using a probabilistic Bayesian framework. Other computational models also suggest that
modality-independent representations optimally account for enrichment benefits [43,44].

Unimodal theories
Cognitive
Another common explanation for enrichment benefits is that enriched stimuli are processedmore
deeply or with greater attention (‘general cognitive mechanisms’; Figure 2C) compared with non-
enriched stimuli during encoding, leading to more robust representations. For example, the
levels-of-processing theory proposes that deeper, as opposed to shallower, processing boosts
memory for a given stimulus [45]. Shallow processingmay entail the encoding of stimulus appear-
ance, while deeper processing may entail the encoding of stimulus meaning [46]. Levels-of-
processing approaches have faced some criticism, because depth is a difficult concept to define,
and deeper processing could also simply involve greater effort or attention [47]. Indeed, learners
may pay more attention under enriched relative to non-enriched learning conditions because
enriched learning may be more attention-grabbing than non-enriched learning [48]. However, a
single attentional mechanism is often not able to explain patterns of enrichment benefits across
different types of enriched learning in both typically developed participants [3] and participants
with neurodevelopmental disorders who display deficits in enriched learning for some tasks but
not others [29].

Neural
According to unimodal neuroscience theories, sensory and motor areas of the brain undergo
changes during enriched learning that enhance their sensitivity during subsequent unisensory
tasks. Critically, unlike multimodal theories, unimodal theories do not expect these unisensory
tasks to trigger crossmodal brain responses. For the example of birdsong learning, this means
that the auditory cortex, but not the visual cortex, responds with greater sensitivity to birdsongs
after visually enriched learning (‘unimodal processing’; Figure 2D). One unisensory model, the
common framework for perceptual learning, proposes that enrichment boosts learning via factors
such as increased attention or reinforcement, which enhance the sensitivity of unimodal brain re-
sponses following learning [33].
birdsongs. (D) Neural theories. Multimodal theories come in two possible flavors: crossmodal and supramodal. During
crossmodal processing, recognition of an auditory-only presented birdsong after visually enriched learning triggers
responses within auditory brain regions (red circle) and crossmodally in visual brain regions (blue circle), which interact. By
contrast, during supramodal processing, recognizing the visually enriched birdsong triggers responses within auditory
brain regions and audiovisual convergence zones (black circle). According to unimodal theories, enriched birdsong is
processed solely by auditory brain regions even after enriched learning. Theoretically, crossmodal, supramodal, and
unimodal mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and could operate in parallel.
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Computational
To our knowledge, no existing computational models rely on unimodal mechanisms to explain
multimodal enrichment benefits.

Neuroscience evidence for multimodal and unimodal theories
Although behavioral experiments have provided an abundance of new evidence in recent years
for the effectiveness of enrichment, they cannot adjudicate between multimodal and unimodal
theories that explain why enrichment is effective. However, neuroscience has recently made
large strides in solidifying evidence for explaining enrichment benefits. The bulk of the evidence
(Figure 2) provides support for multimodal models of enrichment and specifically for crossmodal
mechanisms (Figure 3).

Uncovering this evidence has required the use of several converging neuroscience
techniques. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reveals which brain regions respond to
enriched stimuli and whether they are functionally and structurally connected.Neurostimulation
demonstrates the causal relevance of specific brain regions for behavioral enrichment benefits.
Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) characterize the
timing of brain responses to enriched versus non-enriched stimuli.

Crossmodal mechanisms
Crossmodal neural theories of enrichment (Figure 2D) generate several unique predictions. First,
items learned under enriched conditions should elicit crossmodal neural responses when those
items are subsequently encountered under non-enriched conditions. Second, crossmodal
responses should causally contribute to enrichment benefits. Third, connectivity between
crossmodal and sensory-specific regions should increase for enrichment benefits. Fourth,
Box 3. Predictive coding frameworks of multimodal enrichment

Sensory brain regions demonstrate functional specialization in the processing of input arising from specific sensory modal-
ities [119]. Why, then, might regions specialized in the processing of input from one modality (e.g., visual) participate in a
task presented in another modality (e.g., auditory) following enriched learning, as some multimodal theories propose?
Furthermore, why would such crossmodal brain responses benefit task performance? According to the MPCF [3,30],
crossmodal brain responses constrain possible interpretations of incoming sensory information, which makes perception
faster and more accurate. Crossmodal responses indicate that the brain uses multisensory internal generative models,
which are encoded during enriched learning and deployed during subsequent unisensory perception (Figure I).

As an example, suppose that one encounters an unfamiliar person in a face-to-face meeting. During the meeting, one
acquires an internal generative model for the unfamiliar person that includes, among other details, their face and voice
characteristics. Some days later, the same person is encountered in a unisensory context, such as a phone conversation,
where only voice information is available. The MPCF proposes that, during the phone conversation, the brain uses its pre-
viously encoded internal model to infer the absent visual face information, which effectively constrains the interpretation of
the unimodal stimulus, thereby facilitating comprehension of the incoming speech and identification of the speaker [29].
This means that auditory perception is based not only on the incoming auditory signal and internally generated auditory
predictions, but also on the face–voice correspondences encoded during the initial face-to-face encounter. Thus, infer-
ence about the missing visual features serves as an additional source of knowledge that can be used to construct a more
accurate percept during the auditory-only encounter. The MPCF assumes that the same general mechanism occurs also
for other types of enriched stimuli and enrichment material such as novel vocabulary paired with gestures [3].

Predictive coding is one instantiation of the Bayesian brain hypothesis [120,121], a widely accepted framework of brain
function, which assumes that the most fundamental computational principle of the brain is to infer probable causes of in-
coming sensory information. Internal generative models and predictive coding mechanisms are also featured prominently
in explanations of the binding problem [122]. Neurocomputational accounts, such as the MPCF, move beyond earlier,
more qualitative explanations of enrichment benefits by providing frameworks for more detailed and testable hypotheses
related to neurobiologically plausible computational mechanisms of enrichment benefits. For example, facilitatory
neurostimulation of visual brain regions following visually enriched auditory learning should enhance post-learning auditory
task performance [60].
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Figure I. Predictive coding of enrichment benefits in the example of voice-identity recognition. According to the
multisensory predictive coding framework (MPCF), crossmodal responses following enriched learning are implemented using
predictive coding [6,123,124]. Predictive coding involves the generation of forward models across multiple levels of
processing in the brain, which are used to predict sensory input based on learned parameters. Forward models attempt to
minimize the difference between predictions and sensory input, referred to as prediction error. In this simplified example,
forward models [μ(a)] generated by voice-sensitive auditory brain regions (red [23,125]) are used to form predictions (unbroken
arrows) about incoming auditory signals (s), in this case, a speaker’s voice. These auditory predictions are compared with
incoming auditory sensory information by error coding units [ε (a)]. Any mismatch between predictions and sensory input
generates a prediction error signal (dashed arrows). Thus, prediction error is computed as the difference between forward
model predictions and incoming sensory input (ε = s – μ) [124]. Auditory predictions and prediction errors are transmitted to
the face-sensitive visual areas of the cortex, thereby engaging visual forward models [μ(v)]. In turn, visual error coding units [ε(v)]
transmit predictions and prediction errors back to voice-processing brain areas. This results in a decreased system-wide level
of prediction error. Enrichment benefits can be attributed in this system to the additional information about the auditory signal
provided by visual forward models. For simplification purposes, we do not display here inhibitory self-connections that
modulate the precision of forward models and error coding units by up- or downregulating the weights of auditory and visual
predictions and error signals.
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Figure 3. Crossmodal brain responses following multisensory and sensorimotor enriched learning. A common
finding across several recent neuroscience studies is that crossmodal visual, auditory, somatosensory, and motor brain
regions show enhanced responses to stimuli learned under enriched learning conditions compared with non-enriched
conditions. The schematic of the brain shown here specifies locations of maximal crossmodal responses based on neural
coordinates reported in individual studies [3,4,29,52,54,55,58,59,61,62]. For example, in one study, participants learned
auditorily-presented Morse code under two conditions [55]. In one condition, auditory Morse code sequences were
presented simultaneously with perceptually congruent vibrotactile stimulation applied to the hand. In a second, non-
enriched condition, participants learned Morse code sequences only by listening with no accompanying vibrotactile
stimulation. Following learning, participants heard Morse code sequences that they had learned while MRI was used to
measure their brain responses. A site within the somatosensory cortex (filled triangle), a brain region that processes tactile
sensory information, responded more to auditorily presented sequences that had been paired with vibrotactile stimulation
during learning than to sequences learned only by listening.
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crossmodal responses should occur at a time point that precedes recognition to have an
impact on the beneficial effects of enrichment. Current evidence has confirmed each of these
predictions.
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Crossmodal visual brain responses following multisensory enriched learning
Several studies report crossmodal responses in visual brain regions following audiovisual learning
(Figure 3). The fusiform face area (FFA), a region involved in processing face identity, responds
when participants recognize the identities of voices that are paired with corresponding faces dur-
ing prior exposure [28,29]. Similarly, the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), a region as-
sociated with the visual perception of facial movements, responds when participants recognize
speech produced by voices that have previously been paired with corresponding faces. Stimula-
tion of the pSTS using transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) decreases the face
benefit for speech recognition [49].

Similarly, patterns of responses within the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a visual brain
region associated with the recognition of objects, can predict whether novel vocabulary
has previously been learned only by listening or by listening while viewing related pictures
[3].

Recent work also shows that visuotactile training of the Braille alphabet can lead to responses
within the visual word form area (VWFA) of the brain during blindfolded tactile reading in sighted
individuals, as well as to substantial gray and white matter reorganization in early visual cortices
[50–52]. The application of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the VWFA decreased
Braille reading accuracy following learning, suggesting the causal relevance of the VWFA for tac-
tile reading following visuotactile learning [52].

Crossmodal auditory and somatosensory brain responses following multisensory enriched
learning
Crossmodal auditory and somatosensory responses (Figure 3) are less investigated than are
crossmodal visual responses. Two studies found that viewing pictures that were paired during
prior learning with congruent sounds evoked auditory neural responses [53,54]. In addition, the
learning of Morse code presented simultaneously in auditory and tactile modalities yielded en-
hanced somatosensory cortex responses to auditory Morse code following learning [55].
Neurostimulation evidence for the causal relevance of somatosensory and auditory crossmodal
responses has not yet been reported.

Crossmodal motor cortex responses following sensorimotor enriched learning
Crossmodal motor cortex responses to auditory and visual stimuli following sensorimotor-
enriched learning are widely observed (Figure 3). The primary motor cortices respond more
strongly to symbols that have previously been learned by self-writing as opposed to viewing an-
other person write the same symbols [4,56,57]. The motor cortex responds more to audiovisual
stimuli learned through self-generated actions than to stimuli learned by viewing the same actions
generated by someone else [58].

Crossmodal motor cortex responses are also associated with gesture enrichment benefits. For
example, solving mathematical equivalence problems while speaking and gesturing, rather
than only speaking, leads to a subsequent increase in motor and somatosensory cortices dur-
ing passive problem-solving [59]. Gesture-enriched and nongesture-enriched stimuli can be
accurately dissociated based on patterns of motor cortex responses [3]. Inhibitory TMS of
the motor cortices selectively disrupts the auditory translation of foreign language words
learned by performing gestures [5], suggesting a causal role of crossmodal motor cortex
responses in gesture enrichment benefits. The application of inhibitory TMS to a visual brain
region known as the biological motion STS also reduced gesture enrichment benefits [60],
suggesting a mediating role of both motor and sensory cortices.
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Sensorimotor-enriched learning of music, relative to auditory-only learning, is also characterized
by enhanced post-learning auditory–motor interactions in which motor cortex areas show
increased responses to auditory stimuli [61–63].

Crossmodal functional connectivity following enriched learning
Enriched learning can change how sensory-specific brain regions work together following learn-
ing. For example, the face benefit for voice identity is associated with enhanced functional con-
nectivity between the FFA and auditory voice-sensitive areas [23]. Conversely, the face benefit
for speech is associated with enhanced functional connectivity between the pSTS and auditory
language areas [64]. Learning letters by handwriting increases the functional connectivity be-
tween visual and motor cortices [65], as does the sensorimotor-enriched learning of audiovisual
objects [58]. Training in tactile reading enhances functional connectivity between the VWFA and
somatosensory regions [52], and music training is associated with enhanced functional connec-
tivity between auditory and motor regions [66,67]. Several studies also report correlations of
behavioral enrichment benefits with crossmodal functional connectivity and/or crossmodal
responses [3,28,29], suggesting that crossmodal connectivity and responses are task relevant
and not merely epiphenomenal.

Increases in functional connectivity may be supported by direct structural connections between
sensory-specific brain regions, such as auditory and visual motion cortices [68], and regions re-
lated to face and voice processing, that is, the FFA and temporal voice-sensitive area [69,70].

Early timing of crossmodal brain responses following enriched learning
Crossmodal responses can only benefit behavior if they precede stimulus recognition. Several
studies report crossmodal responses occurring early during the perception of enriched stimuli.
FFA responses associated with the face benefit occur only 100 ms after voice onsets [71]. This
early FFA response is followed by an increase in auditory cortex activity that peaks ~200 ms
post-auditory onset and correlates with voice recognition performance, indicating that
crossmodal responses are evoked during early stages of sensory processing. In addition, sounds
that have been paired with pictures during prior learning elicit a distinct EEG time course as
early as 35 ms post-auditory onset relative to sounds learned without pictures [72]. Source
localization suggests that these differences are associated with increased responses in visual
brain regions. Motor contributions to auditory processing following sensorimotor-enriched
music learning occur within 200 ms of auditory onsets [62,63].

Supramodal mechanisms
The potential contributions of neural convergence zones to enrichment benefits are largely
unknown, because convergence zone responses have almost exclusively been investigated in
paradigms that investigate the binding problem without manipulating learning experience
[73,74]. One MEG learning study found that responses within putative STS convergence regions
correlated with behavioral performance in a visual task following audiovisual perceptual learning,
but not following visual-only learning or visual learning paired with auditory noise [75]. Neuromod-
ulation studies have not yet taken up the question of whether convergence zones contribute to
enrichment benefits. One difficulty is to anatomically differentiate convergence zones in the STS
from nearby pSTS visual movement regions [3].

Unimodal mechanisms
While it is well established that learning can alter sensory-specific cortices [76], only a few studies
have reported greater alterations following enriched learning than following non-enriched learn-
ing. For example, children show greater VWFA responses to letters that they have previously
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written by hand compared with letters that they have viewed another person write [56]. The view-
ing of tool-related actions elicits more pronounced alpha oscillatory desynchronization over the
visual cortex if the actions were learned through self-performance rather than through viewing
[77]. Similarly, brain responses to pictures that have been learned with accompanying sounds
are associated with enhanced activity in the LOC occurring within 60 ms of picture onsets
[78,79]. However, other studies report no altered responses of unisensory cortices after enriched
learning (e.g., [23]).

Integrating cognitive, neuroscience, and computational theories of enrichment
benefits
How do the neuroscience findings reviewed in the previous section inform cognitive and compu-
tational theories?

Convergence of cognitive, computational, and neuroscientific theories
Current cognitive, computational, and neural theories of enriched learning converge on some
broader principles. First, the notion that enriched learning involves the formation of multimodal
representations is expressed by several neuroscience and computational theories and by several
cognitive theories, including the cognitive multimodal theories mentioned earlier (dual coding,
CTML, motor trace theory, and grounded cognition theories). Second, these theories assume
that learned information, such as visual and auditory bird features, is represented in multiple mo-
dalities that interact following learning. Third, these interactions are beneficial for remembering the
learned material. The studies reviewed above provide evidence in support of all three of these
principles.

Updating cognitive and computational approaches
Nevertheless, neuroscience findings from the past decade could be used to update some as-
sumptions of cognitive theories. For instance, dual coding theory posits that nonverbal informa-
tion, such as the shape and sound of a stimulus, is represented within the same system [34].
However, differing sensory-specific regions specialize in the processing of these two features.
For example, birdsong is likely represented in auditory association cortices [80,81] and visual
bird representations in the LOC [82]. In addition, findings that enrichment benefits can be sup-
ported by interactions between sensory and motor cortices (e.g., [59]) are difficult to explain
when assuming that enrichment benefits rely on interactions between verbal and nonverbal
codes. Thus, despite its multimodal framing, the translation of the assumptions of dual coding
theory to the brain is not entirely clear, which is often the casewhen comparing cognitive and neu-
roscience frameworks [83].

The theoretical divide between neuroscientific and computational approaches appears smaller
than the divide between neuroscientific and cognitive approaches. However, computational ac-
counts rely on supramodal mechanisms, the contributions of which to learning have not yet
been investigated systematically outside of low-level visual perceptual learning tasks [41]. To
our knowledge, no computational model exists that implements enrichment benefits using
crossmodal mechanisms, despite strong neuroscientific evidence for such a mechanism and a
mathematical framework that could explain enrichment benefits (Box 3).

Neuroscience findings challenge unimodal accounts
Unimodal accounts in cognitive science and neuroscience share an emphasis on the role of gen-
eral cognitive mechanisms, such as attention, that drive enriched learning beyond a threshold,
below which neural activation is not sufficient [33] or processing is not deep enough [45] for the
learning materials to be robustly encoded. Unimodal neuroscience theories find some support
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Outstanding questions
How robust are the plastic changes in
crossmodal brain regions induced by
enriched learning? In some studies,
crossmodal responses persist for at
least 6 months. Do crossmodal
mechanisms support benefits of
enriched learning that are maintained
over even longer timescales?

Is there a role for supramodal brain
regions in learning? If yes, what
mechanisms determine the involvement
of supramodal versus crossmodal
responses in supporting enrichment
benefits?

Can brain responses or patterns
recorded during enriched learning be
used to predict learning outcomes?
This question has not yet been
answered because few neuroscience
studies of enriched learning have
assessed brain responses during
learning itself.

What factors contribute to individual
differences in benefits achieved from
enriched learning?

Which features of a stimulus or task
determine the time at which benefits
of enriched learning begin to appear?

How long would an arbitrary pairing of
stimuli need to be trained to induce
enrichment benefits? Does explicit
enriched learning yield benefits more
quickly than learning by passive
exposure?

How do benefits of enriched learning in
naturalistic contexts compare with
those achieved through the use of
virtual reality or mental imagery?
in studies of audiovisual learning demonstrating enhanced visual cortex responses to visual stim-
uli following learning [56]. However, the wealth of neuroscience findingsmakes it clear that enrich-
ment benefits within the variety of learning domains and paradigms reviewed here are not based
on purely unimodal mechanisms. Whether unimodal and supramodal mechanisms operate in
parallel with crossmodal mechanisms is, to date, unclear.

Interactions between research in cognitive neuroscience, computational models, and education
Connections between education, psychology, and neuroscience are actively explored and
debated. Although there are some prominent critics (e.g., [84]), there is broad consensus that
neuroscience can be used to constrain mechanisms featured in cognitive theories, which, in
turn, suggest educational strategies [85]. Enhancing teachers’ knowledge of neuroscience
concepts can also directly impact how they aim to engage students’ everyday learning [86].

One criticism of educational neuroscience research is that studies are so highly controlled that
their findings cannot be applied to natural learning situations. The research reviewed here has
taken steps to overcome this limitation by examining enriched learning in more naturalistic
ways, such as relying on group learning situations to simulate classroom learning environments
[3], and by investigating the learning of more realistic materials, such as foreign language words
[87], written text [65], and melodies [63].

While neuroscience studies of multimodal enrichment are becoming more naturalistic, studies
conducted by educational researchers are also becoming increasingly controlled. Recent re-
search makes use of random assignment, within-participant designs, and non-enriched control
conditions, permitting more robust conclusions about the effects of enrichment [16,88,89].
Therefore, neuroscientific and educational approaches to researching multisensory enrichment
are beginning to converge.

We envision recent neuroscience findings as informing an interdisciplinary neuroscience–
psychology–education approach to optimizing teaching strategies [86]. For example, further
development of computational models in a neurobiologically plausible fashion could permit
the simulation of learning outcomes and multimodal inputs for which crossmodal processing
is optimized. Model predictions could then be tested behaviorally in the laboratory and, ulti-
mately, in classroom environments. Greater engagement between neuroscience, education,
and computational fields will lead to greater insights into how to best implement enriched
learning practices.

Concluding remarks
Studying how humans can optimally learn from the wealth of sensory information that sur-
rounds them as well as from their own movements will be key to developing pedagogical tech-
niques that can transform classrooms into enriched learning environments. Sensory and motor
brain regions respond crossmodally to unisensory input following enriched learning, and these
crossmodal responses are instrumental in triggering enrichment benefits, in support of multi-
modal models of enriched learning. These recent findings contribute to our understanding of
why several longstanding educational strategies, such as the Montessori Method, are effective.
The findings may also help to update cognitive and computational theories of enrichment
and provide new hypotheses regarding optimal learning strategies that might be tested in
behavioral and educational experiments. Of course, many important questions remain
(see Outstanding questions). We hope that this review inspires further exchange between
investigators working in the fields of cognitive and computational science, neuroscience,
education, and rehabilitation.
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